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SAMANTHA (VO) : Ever wonder what it
means to “go green”? To get unplugged?
To embrace the natural world? Well,
I’m about to find out. You may think
this is the Amazon, but it’s actually
Costa Rica.
SAMANTHA :
with me.

I brought my trusty oar

SAMANTHA (VO) : Then, we’re about to
discover a canyon in one of the most
remote areas of Mexico that some say is
even grander than our own Grand Canyon.
SAMANTHA : Oh, my goodness!
sure this is a road?
01:00:31

SAMANTHA (VO) : We also found a really
wild experience right next to
Yellowstone National Park. It’s one of
the wildest places in America. And
going green here doesn’t mean roughing
it.
SAMANTHA :

Plumbing, I love you!

SAMANTHA (VO) :
Name.
01:01:59

Are you

It’s all next on Show

SAMANTHA : I found three very special
lodges that, when you get there, not
only are you not a part of thousands of
tourists, you may be the only tourist.
They’re green getaways, and getting
there is absolutely a part of the
adventure when you can get there.
You’re just a part of this incredible
world that is just absolutely
indescribable. Like the lodge I found
in Costa Rica...
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01:01:31

SAMANTHA (VO) : I’m in San Jose,
capital of tiny Costa Rica. Hey, but
don’t let its size fool you. Costa
Rica might be one of the smallest
countries in the Americas, but get
this, there are over twenty-five
National Parks and preserves taking up
over a quarter of the entire country.
And that’s why I’m here.

01:01:51

SAMANTHA :

Ola!

TAXI DRIVER :
SAMANTHA :

Ola, good morning.

Como esta?

TAXI DRIVER :

Muy bien.

E tu?

SAMANTHA : Oh, muy bien. Gracias.
Can this coche take me to the jungle?
TAXI DRIVER :

Oh, yes, of course.

SAMANTHA : Si? All right!
jungle, any jungle.
TAXI DRIVER :
01:02:11

First

Any jungle.

SAMANTHA (VO) : I’m heading to Porto
Vado, a tent camp on the Pacific Coast.
No electricity, no phone. And I have
just a two-hour window to fly in before
high tide washes the trail away.
TAXI DRIVER :

Vamos al a aeropuerto?

SAMANTHA : La pequeno, see, the small.
Not the big.
TAXI DRIVER :
airport.

The local.

Local

